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A collaborative tool for robotic polishing is developed in this work in order to allow the simultaneous
operation of the robot system and human operator to cooperatively carry out the polishing task. For this
purpose, the collaborative environment is detailed and the polishing application is designed. Moreover,
the polishing tool is developed and its implementation using the minimum viable product approach
is obtained. Furthermore, a robust hybrid position-force control is proposed to use the developed tool
attached to a robot system and some experiments are given to show its performance.
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1. Introduction

Polishing processes represent the final surface treatment in several precision industries such as
mould manufacturing, leather finishing and body car production. These processes are used to
remove imperfections of the surface and improve its smoothness and brightness. In the case of
automotive industry, the state of the art in body car defect detection has made a big progress
during the last years (Alders, Lehe, and Wan 2001), but polishing process is still performed by
hand.

After detecting and locating the imperfection, it must be polished, which is currently carried out
by human operators, requiring skillful training, experience and dexterity. The work environment to
which the human operator is exposed requires special equipment such as breathing masks for dust
particles and hearing protection to reduce the noise level. In addition, exposure to the vibrations
generated by this type of activity during long periods of time can cause nervous dysfunction,
muscle-skeletal problems and vascular disorders (Vihlborg et al. 2017). Automating the polishing
process would improve efficiency and could reduce these problems.

Several works related with non-collaborative robotized polishing or deburring of complex surfaces
can be found. For instance, Mohammad, Hong, and Wang (2018) specially focused on tool design,
whereas Nagata et al. (2007) tackled the problem using the CAD/CAM information of the surface.
In Oba and Yamada (2017), a tool mounted over a parallel robot for the automotive industry is
presented. Another approach is shown in Kalt, Monfared, and Jackson (2016), where the polisher is
static and the robot moves the element to be polished. But till the moment, none of them has been
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Figure 1.: Teaching by demonstration programming of a collaborative robot to perform polishing
tasks.

successfully implemented in a real industrial process, which is mainly due to the great complexity
involved in the automation of this task. On the one hand, many considerations such as trajectory
tracking, tool orientation and applied force must be considered. On the other hand, the system
must perform the task getting feedback from the surface based on computer vision and/or tactile
inspections. Hence, the development of an autonomous polishing system requires flexibility and
adaptability, skills inherent to a human operator and really difficult to provide to a robot.

This work proposes the use of robot systems to help human operators in polishing tasks instead
of replacing them, since operators are essential due to the dexterity needed in the task (Surdilovic
and Schreck 2010). As long as operators and robots have to share the same workspace, collaborative
robots have been developed to be safer than traditional industrial robots. This is the case of robots
such as Baxter and Sawyer (Fitzgerald 2013) by Rethink Robotiks, LBR iiwa (Shepherd and
Buchstab 2014) by Kuka, UR3/5/10 (Hawkins, Bansal, and Bobick 2013) by Universal Robots
and YuMi (Kirschner et al. 2016) by ABB, amongst others.

All these collaborative robots can be programmed in a safe way using the so-called “teaching by
demonstration”, which offers an intuitive way of programming instead of the classic programming
method. The final system could work in two phases: teaching phase, in which the operator performs
the task with the robot in “recording mode”; and execution phase, in which the tool reproduces
the same trajectory applying a constant force against the surface and keeping perpendicularity all
the time. This concept can be seen in Fig. 1, where a human operator is teaching the robot the
polishing task and, subsequently, the robot performs it autonomously.

This work develops a collaborative tool for the polishing task mentioned above. An implemen-
tation of the polishing tool is required to test its performance and validate or modify its design
parameters in order to move towards the implementation of an industrial solution. The imple-
mentation presented in this work is based on the minimum viable product (MVP) criteria, which
simplifies the product to the minimum required features and is used to validate the assumptions
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made and to evaluate its performance.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the collaborative environment and polishing

application proposed in this work, whereas Section 3 develops the design of the proposed polishing
tool and its implementation using the minimum viable product approach. Then, a robust hybrid
position-force control is proposed in Section 4 to use the developed tool attached to a robot system,
where some experiments are included. Finally, some discussion is presented in Section 5, whereas
some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2. Design of the collaborative environment and task procedure description

In this section, a collaborative environment is designed for the body car industry, including the
description of the collaborative polishing procedure to remove the paint defects and imperfections
on the body car surface.

The body car production is usually carried out as a set of tasks performed by three different
production departments: stamping, cutting and assembling. The stamping department provides the
steel or aluminum sheets shaped by a press machine. The cutting department refines the shapes
through three-dimensional cut processes usually performed by industrial robots. The assembly
department puts together the complete steel or aluminum pieces that will be mounted on the
frame of the car to build the body of the car that will be painted. The last part of this production
line can be seen in Fig. 2, where the layout of the production plant is depicted.

Assembled elements are controlled in the geometry and aesthetic departments, by human opera-
tors or by automatic machines depending on the car production volumes. Surface quality is checked
analyzing the deformation of different areas of the body car under special lighting patterns. This
process can be performed using inspection tunnels (Arnal et al. 2017), like the one represented
in Fig. 2c. When the body car passes through the detection tunnel, the computer vision system
checks the quality of the whole surface. In case of detecting a damage, the system provides the
information to a human operator equipped with Virtual Reality (VR) glasses (see Fig. 2d and
Fig. 2e) and to a robot system equipped with a polishing tool (see Fig. 2b and Fig. 2e).

The human worker gets the task information through the VR glasses, including the position,
type of surface damage and procedure to eliminate it (usually) by polishing. Some of these damages
or imperfections on the body car surface are treated by the robot equipped with the collaborative
polishing tool developed in this work. The robot is able to perform the polishing task autonomously
or cooperatively with the human operator, alone in the workspace or sharing it with people. The
operator gets the information about the whole process through his VR glasses and has to approve
the quality level of the task performed by the robot. This information is used to train an expert
system that improves the next polishing task by learning from the expert inputs. The process
proposed in this work is visually depicted in Fig. 2a, where the factory layout can be seen.

The collaborative polishing task performed by the robot could be carried out implementing the
flow chart shown in Fig. 3. This scheme depicts a set of steps to be followed once the task has
started. A hierarchical selector can choose between two Grafcet macro-steps (Julius et al. 2017)
devoted to perform the polishing (left branch in Fig. 3) and finishing the task (right branch in
Fig. 3). The polishing macro-step begins with the tool approach. It can be performed manually by
the operator or automatically considering the knowledge of the body car CAD model or using some
kind of distance sensor (infrared, ultrasonic, 3D vision system, etc.). Once the collaborative tool
contacts the car surface, the automatic polishing starts and the system remains in this state until
the human operator interacts with the tool. In this case, the system switches to the collaborative
mode control, i.e., the operator guides the robot tool, and resumes the automatic polishing when
the operator releases the tool.
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Figure 2.: Collaborative environment in a factory layout.
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Figure 3.: Flow chart of the collaborative polishing task.

3. Design of the polishing tool and MVP

On the one hand, as discussed in the Introduction section, several solution solutions can be found
in the literature to solve the problem of surface treatment using robots, e.g., see the works of Mo-
hammad, Hong, and Wang (2018), Nagata et al. (2007), Oba and Yamada (2017), and Kalt,
Monfared, and Jackson (2016), amongst others. On the other hand, the robot motion guidance
problem through force sensors that evaluate the interaction of the human has been widely tackled,
e.g., see the works of Dimeas and Aspragathos (2016), Khan et al. (2017) and Vogel et al. (2015),
amongst others. But the synergistic or symbiotic combination (Symplexity 2015) of both solu-
tions, robotic surface treatment and robot motion guidance, is uncommon in published literature
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as discussed below.
On the one hand, due to the complexity of the shape of the product surfaces, human operators

have difficulties in maintaining a constant pressure and tool perpendicularity to the surface at all
times. On the other hand, when the product to be treated is part of a production line where it is
in motion or its morphology is constantly changing, it is difficult for robots to carry out automatic
treatment operations efficiently. Hence, to mitigate the drawbacks of both, manual and robotic
automatic surface treatment, this work proposes a flexible surface treatment solution which adopts
the form of a human operator performing the task of “guiding” the tool along the object surface,
while the robot manipulator is in charge of automatically maintaining both the tool’s pressure on
the surface and the tool’s perpendicularity to the surface. After this teaching phase, the robot
can automatically reproduce the whole operation using the trajectory “learned” from the human
operator.

For this purpose, tools like those in Mohammad, Hong, and Wang (2018) or in Oba and Yamada
(2017) could be adapted to obtain a collaborative tool by performing a few changes. Based on this
idea, a prototype of the tool has been designed as shown in Fig. 4. The most important elements
of the system are the following: an element that is capable of autonomously generate a relative
trajectory between the polisher and the surface (serial robot); an abrasive disk with a turning
movement; a human-machine interface (HMI) for the interaction with the polishing system that
includes a pair of handlers; a two degrees of freedom mechanical device to increase the system
ergonomics (Alexopoulos, Mavrikios, and Chryssolouris 2018); and a force-torque sensor to obtain
the interaction with the environment (surface and operator).

The configuration chosen in this case is similar to that in Mohammad, Hong, and Wang (2018),
where the polisher has been attached to the robot’s end-effector and it performs the relative
movement with the surface. The polishing tool proposed in this work is equipped with a 500
watts brush motor, transmission elements, and a quick change hex shank head for easily change the
polishing disks. An important element of the tool is the handle and its base. This base incorporates
the force-torque sensor and a two degrees of freedom mechanical element to allow rotation in two
axis (see Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d) in order to increase the ergonomics of the system. Its movement
is passive and has been implemented with electrically actuated lockers operated by the worker,
allowing blocking and unlocking the movement by the operator. This base allows for polishing in
a comfortable way both vertical surfaces and horizontal surfaces. The system also incorporates a
touch screen panel that completes the interaction capabilities of the tool. The HMI is made up by
the handles and the touch screen panel, it is removable (see Fig. 4b) and it can be used to perform
tasks related to programming, training and production.

A force-torque sensor, namely polishing sensor in Fig. 4a, is required to measure the forces and
torques applied by the tool to the object being polished and those generated by the human operator.
These measures allow to properly perform the polishing task, i.e., to control the pressure applied
by the tool to the surface and its perpendicularity as well as to move the robot tool according to
the forces applied by the human operator to the tool handles. It is worth noting that a second
force sensor could be considered, either in the tool or in the robot end-effector, in order to measure
independently both interaction forces, i.e., those between the tool and the object being polished and
those between the tool and the human operator. This configuration would allow a more accurate
measure of these interaction forces. As discussed below, this option is not considered here and
remains as further work.

The concept of Minimum Viable Product (MVP) was introduced by Robinson (2001), and
popularized by Ries (2009) and Blank (2010). In product development, the MVP is a product
with enough features to satisfy the initial customer’s requirements, providing feedback for future
developments. Learning from an MVP is often less expensive and time-consuming than developing a
product with more features, which increase costs and risks if the product fails, e.g., due to incorrect
assumptions. Thus, once the MVP has been tested and approved, product enhancements can be
made including more features.
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Figure 4.: Design of the polishing tool with a description of the most relevant elements. Detachment
of the human machine interface (HMI) and ergonomic considerations have been included in the
design.

Therefore, this work develops an MVP of the polishing tool, focused on the essential features
and removing the secondary or minor ones. In particular, the schematic representation MVP tool
proposed in this work can be seen in Fig. 5. This MVP tool is implemented as shown in Fig. 6.
The force-torque sensor used in this work is the ATI FTN Gamma SI-130-10. Several material
resistance tests have been performed with the MVP tool to verify that none of the mechanical
elements of the polisher get broken or damaged. Details omitted for brevity.

It is worth noting that, although the proposed robot tool has been specifically designed for
human-robot collaborative polishing, its kinematic calibration process can be performed using
conventional calibration procedures, e.g., see Fassi et al. (2006) and Andres, Gracia, and Tornero
(2011), amongst others.

4. Robust hybrid position-force control

4.1. Overview of the control scheme

The collaborative tool developed in this work can be attached to a robot system and a force
control is required to allow the operation of the whole system. In particular, the robust hybrid
position-force control algorithm presented in Gracia et al. (2018) can be used. This algorithm
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Figure 6.: Implementation of the MVP tool.

uses a task priority strategy (Nakamura, Hanafusa, and Yoshikawa 1987) and sliding mode control
(SMC) (Gracia, Sala, and Garelli 2014) and can be adapted for the proposed polishing task as
detailed below.

The proposed scheme for the robot control is shown in Fig. 7, where it can be seen that three
prioritized levels are considered: the high-priority level (Level 1) is used to guarantee that the tool
is perpendicular to the surface and that the pressure between the tool and the object is equal to the
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Figure 7.: Block diagram of the control system.

desired polishing force; the medium-priority level (Level 2) is used to track the human operator’s
movements; and, finally, the low-priority level (Level 3) is used to track a reference trajectory in
order to apply the polishing on a specific area of the surface.

The input to these levels are: the robot state {q, q̇} and tool pose p obtained from the robot
controller; the vector F of forces and torques measured by the polishing sensor located at the robot
tool, which has already been filtered by the sensor electronics; and the reference pref for the tool
pose. Each Level i must satisfy an acceleration equality or control equation of the form Aiq̈c = bi,
where q̈c represents the command for the joint acceleration vector, that is obtained using SMC
in order to benefit from its inherent robustness. Furthermore, the square error of these control
equations is minimized using the task priority redundancy resolution to obtain the commanded
acceleration q̈c,4, which is integrated and sent to the robot controller. Finally, the robot controller
performs a low-level control loop to track the commanded velocity q̇c using the current angles q
and torques τ measured by the joint sensors.

4.2. Control equations

4.2.1. Constraints

Each Level i is designed to fulfill a number of equality constraints σi,j = 0 or inequality constraints
σi,j ≤ 0, where σi,j is the so-called constraint function of the j-th constraint of Level i. These
constraints will be fulfilled using SMC (Gracia, Sala, and Garelli 2014). Moreover, the actual
constraint function σi,j is modified as follows to smooth the switching behavior of the SMC:

φi,j = σi,j +Ki,j σ̇i,j , (1)

where φi,j is the modified constraint function and Ki,j is the smoothing parameter for the j-th
constraint of Level i.

On the one hand, the constraints for the first two levels are defined below depending on the vector

F =
[
Fx Fy Fz Fα Fβ Fγ

]T
of forces and torques measured by the polishing sensor, where

all six coordinates are relative to the tool coordinate system. On the other hand, the constraints
for the third level is defined below depending on the reference pref for the tool pose.
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4.2.2. Level 1

Three equality constraints are defined in Level 1 for the polishing surface treatment as follows:

σ1,z =Fz − Fz,ref = 0 (2)

σ1,α =Fα = 0 (3)

σ1,β =Fβ = 0, (4)

where Fz is the linear force measured by the polishing sensor in the tool Z-axis, Fα and Fβ are
the torques measured by the polishing sensor in the tool X- and Y -axes, and Fz,ref is the desired
force between the tool and the surface being treated in the tool Z-axis. Hence, the first constraint
is used to attain the desired force Fz,ref between the tool and the surface, whereas the last two
constraints are used to keep the tool orientation perpendicular to the surface, since the torques in
X- and Y -axes are zero if the tool is perfectly perpendicular to the surface.

As mentioned above, constraints (2)–(4) are fulfilled using SMC, yielding the following control
equation:

A1q̈c = b1, (5)

where A1 and b1 are the matrix and vector established by the SMC to fulfill the constraints of
Level 1, see Gracia et al. (2018) for further details.

4.2.3. Level 2

The following inequality constraint is considered in Level 2 to track the human operator’s forces:

σ2,xy =
√
F 2
x + F 2

y − Fxy,0 = Fxy − Fxy,0 ≤ 0, (6)

where Fx and Fy are the linear forces detected by the polishing sensor in its X- and Y -axes, which
are perpendicular to the robot end-effector and are mainly due to the human operator’s forces,
Fxy is the magnitude of these linear forces and Fxy,0 is a threshold so that the constraint becomes
active when the magnitude Fxy is larger than this threshold, in which case the robot tool is moved
by the proposed SMC in the direction of the detected forces to fulfill the constraint.

Hence, when the human operator pushes the tool handles the force Fxy detected by the sensor
exceeds the threshold Fxy,0, the inequality constraint (6) becomes active and the robot control
changes its behavior, i.e., the tool movement on the surface “switches” from tracking the reference
trajectory (Level 3 or low-priority level) to tracking the operator forces (Level 2 or medium-priority
level), yielding deviations from the reference trajectory.

As before, constraint (6) is fulfilled using SMC, yielding the following control equation:

A2q̈c = b2, (7)

where A2 and b2 are the matrix and vector established by the SMC to fulfill the constraint of
Level 2, see Gracia et al. (2018) for further details.

4.2.4. Level 3

The following equality constraint is considered in Level 3 for reference tracking:

σ3,e = e = pref − p = 0, (8)
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where e is the tool pose error, yielding the following control equation:

A3q̈c = b3, (9)

where A3 and b3 are the matrix and vector established by the SMC to fulfill the constraint of
Level 3, see Gracia et al. (2018) for further details.

4.2.5. Redundant robots

In case of redundant robots (Gracia, Sala, and Garelli 2012), another level with the lowest-priority
can be considered to use the additional degrees of freedom of the robot, yielding, in general, the
control equation:

A4q̈c = b4. (10)

where A4 and b4 are the matrix and vector for the control equation of Level 4.

4.2.6. Commanded acceleration

The task-priority redundancy resolution (Nakamura, Hanafusa, and Yoshikawa 1987) is used to
hierarchically minimize the square error of the control equations (5),(7),(9) and (10). In particular,
the recursive solution for the commanded joint acceleration is given by (Siciliano and Slotine
1991):

q̈c,1 = A†
1b1 (11)

N1 = I−A†
1A1 (12)

q̈c,2 = q̈c,1 + (A2N1)
†(b2 −A2q̈c,1) (13)

N2 = N1(I− (A2N1)
†(A2N1)) (14)

q̈c,3 = q̈c,2 + (A3N2)
†(b3 −A3q̈c,2) (15)

N3 = N2(I− (A3N2)
†(A3N2)) (16)

q̈c,4 = q̈c,3 + (A4N3)
†(b4 −A4q̈c,3), (17)

where I denotes the identity matrix, superscript † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (Golub
and Van Loan 1996) and q̈c,i and Ni are the solution vector and null-space projection matrix for
the set of first i levels. Therefore, the commanded acceleration q̈c,4 is integrated and sent to the
robot controller, as indicated above.

4.3. Experiments

The proposed robot control was tested in a collaborative robot for polishing a horizontal flat
surface, where a circular reference trajectory was considered. The trajectories, forces-torques and
control actions obtained in this test can be seen in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively.

In particular, Fig. 8 shows the circular reference trajectory (thick line) and the real robot tra-
jectory (thin line), where it can be seen that the robot tracks the circular reference trajectory
while performing the polishing task except during the maneuvering process of the human operator.
In this sense, the bottom plot of Fig. 9 shows signal σ2,xy, which is related to the force exerted
by the operator in the plane perpendicular to the robot end-effector, where it can be seen that
the operator maneuvering process starts at around 20s and ends at around 35s. Hence, when the
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Figure 9.: Forces and torques measured by the polishing sensor.

operator starts pushing the robot handles at 20s the robot abandons the tracking of the circular
reference trajectory and resumes it when the operator releases the handles at 35s.

The first three plots of Fig. 9 show signal σ1,z, which is the difference between the desired and
actual polishing force between the robot end-effector and the surface, see (2), and signals σ1,α and
σ1,β, which represent the torques generated by the surface when the robot end-effector is not flat to
the surface. Note that all these signals are switching around zero, indicating that the polishing of
the surface is being performed properly: the robot pressure on the surface is approximately equal
to the desired polishing pressure and the orientation of the robot end-effector is kept perpendicular
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Figure 10.: Commanded actions generated by the robot control.

to the surface.
Fig. 10 shows the control commands computed during the experiment, where it can be seen that

all three levels contribute to the commanded joint accelerations, although those for Level 1 are
smaller, since only small acceleration corrections are needed to keep the right polishing pressure
and robot orientation.

5. Discussion

The proposed robot control had a good performance in the above tests. However, these results are
limited to flat or slightly curved horizontal surfaces. Therefore, further experiments are required
to evaluate its behavior for other conditions: curved surfaces, non-horizontal surfaces, etc. It is
interesting to remark that the convexity/concavity characteristics of the target object, i.e., the
object to be polished, limits the size or diameter of the polishing disk in order to properly apply
the polishing. Similarly, the size of the surface to be polished also limits the size of the polishing
disk diameter. However, these issues also apply to manual polishing approaches.

Finally, in order to use the proposed robot control with the developed polishing tool, a redesign
of the tool may be required in order to enhance its features, e.g., reducing the tool size, reducing
the tool weight, increasing the tool resistance, etc. However, this issue remains as further work.

6. Conclussion

This works has been focused on the development and implementation of a novel collaborative tool
for robotic polishing in order to allow the simultaneous operation of the robot system and operator
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to cooperatively carry out the polishing task. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first
robot tool designed for cooperative polishing. For this purpose, the collaborative environment and
polishing application have been designed. Moreover, the polishing tool has been developed using
the minimum viable product approach. Furthermore, a robust hybrid position-force control has
been proposed to use the developed tool attached to a robot system and some experiments have
been shown to illustrate its performance.
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